SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR FRIENDS OF SNCC PROJECTS:

I. POOR PEOPLE'S CORPORATION - The P.P.C. had its last meeting on August 29th and announced a serious lack of funds with which to continue its work. Campus groups can help by sending in prepaid orders to the Liberty Outlet House. If you need more order blanks, you can get them from Atlanta. Especially before the holidays, campus groups can solicit orders for P.P.C. products (and they are really fine):

A. Get your bookstore to stock bulk quantities or to at least order samples and have order blanks available.

B. Get campus groups (i.e. the interfaith assn., etc.) to take the P.P.C. as a project and solicit orders for you.

C. Order samples and set up a table in the student union to take orders.

II. Adopt-A-Volunteer - There is still a great need for subsistence wages for people out in the field. Try to promote this program with sympathetic groups outside Friends of SNCC, as it is an excellent way to involve people politically. Shirley right in the Atlanta office will give you names of volunteers upon request.

III. SNCC MONTH - Bryn Mawr College Friends of SNCC is planning a "SNCC Month" during which they will conduct an intense publicity and educational campaign, followed up by a fund-raising drive. This is a good idea for other campuses—a SNCC week or month of rigorous agitation can be more effective than sporadic efforts throughout the year. During this time you might sponsor a speaker from the Southern Movement. Jesse Harris, SNCC Field Secretary, has set up a speakers' bureau in Mississippi; there are many good speakers all over the South who would be very glad to speak to northern groups. Contact Karen Whitman in Atlanta to arrange for a speaker. You should also arrange for SNCC literature, movies, and saleable items for such a campaign.

IV. MISSISSIPPI FREEDOM LABOR UNION - Many people in the MEIU are still suffering economic reprisals for their activities with the union. As a holiday project, try to get other campus groups and individuals to collect food and clothing for individual families in Mississippi (a lot of them are in desperate need of such help). You can get names from Atlanta from Karen Whitman and give them out to others.